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Facilitating the Birth of Our
Emerging Core Essence
Another world is not only possible she is
on her way. On a quiet day, if I listen very
carefully, I can hear Her breathing.
-Arundhati Roy
our essential reality is already here
it has a home within all living things
it is woven through the visible
and the invisible.
it is a heart song,
a field of love
dancing with patterns of light.
it is perceivable though our receptivity
it is brought alive though our actions
each moment
is a living
breathing
sentient
star-lit,
sun-drenched
galactic ocean
of opportunity
to remember that
you are already home

In communion with the heartbeat of the unified
field, that permeates all life, I surrender and open
to it’s guidance.
I serve the shimmering body of our oneness
Creating intentional space for wholeness.
Inviting the fragmented parts home
to the remembrance that they are Source,
and tending to the sacred flame of the
living breathing field of our unified love
In my healing sessions I am present with, and give
voice to, the wholeness of the client. I perceive
each of us as a complete living universal ecosystem
held within the sentient body of a greater living
galactic ecosystem. My awareness seeks to assist
the heartbeat of Source, which resides within, into
a more harmonious relationship with the conscious
field of our oneness.
In this duality Earth school we tend to perceive
people, things and events as separate from ourselves
and we create a limited conditioned reality from
that perspective. The essence within, lives in the
true knowing of our inter connectedness with
all living things. Gently, step-by-step, momentby-moment, we heal the illusion of duality and
resurrect the living body of our wholeness, which
dances in the stream of the current moment.
Maya Cooper is a founding member of Isis
Heals, publisher of Wholistic Heartbeat and the
annual Healing Arts Guide and current care
taker of the Isis Osiris Healing Temple in Sunny
Brae. She delights in creating and holding
space for wholistic healing and the evolution of
our consciousness in form. She has been doing
intuitive readings and energy work for 25 plus
years.

